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Dear Titan Community,
   Tis the season!  As we attempt to thaw out from the bitter cold Northeast Ohio brings us every year, I would not dare 
talk about the holidays already, nor will I make a reference to sports, as the college basketball season comes to an end.  
I am talking about state testing season.  This is the time of year where our scholars and teachers get to show all of 
the world how their hard work, dedication, growth as people, and commitment to mastering the standards pays o� .  
   Over the past few weeks, I have been able to visit many of our school buildings and classrooms, and I always leave so 
impressed with the level of preparation and joy that permeates.  Seeing our teachers and leaders work hard to create 
the atmosphere for scholars to do their best on the tests is nothing short of inspiring.  During my time in buildings 
and classrooms, I have experienced teachers giving that last bit of loving encouragement through reviews of learning 
standards, and school leaders creating inspirational videos for their scholars and families that will bring pride, mo-
ments of nonstop laughter, and sentimental tears of joy as you listen to the voices of those who care so much about 
our young people.  
   With focus now shifted to state testing and making sure our scholars shine, it has been equally as nice to see a 
spotlight on the focus groups of teachers and leaders who have given their time and e� ort to ensure we are ready 
for 2019-20 school year.  Throughout the month of April, we continue to engage with teachers and sta�  members 
through discussions that will make us better as we continue to do what is in the best interest of scholars. From profes-
sional learning to school climate and culture, we are gearing up for a year ahead that will be driven by the voices that 
matter—all of yours.  
   As a result of this hard work, I am excited to know we will soon see the fruits of this tremendous labor show up in 
the form of exemplary test results and practices that we all work so hard to achieve and implement. Until then, I stand 
inspired by the e� ort that has been put forward to set us up for the present and equally as impressed by the voices, 
hearts, and minds who have given countless hours to making our future even better.
Tis the season and what a great season it will be for all of us.  

In the best interest of scholars,

From the Desk of CEO David Hardy Jr. 
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REMEMBERING CHEF SMITH  
The Lorain community lost a wonderful educator recently.  Culinary arts instructor 
Dave Smith passed away March 31, 2019 after an extended illness. 
 
Smith began his career with Lorain City Schools in 1992 where he headed the high 
school culinary arts program. In 2016, Smith and the program transitioned to the 
new Lorain High School when it opened its doors for the first time on Aug. 24.  
 
Success Academy Director Mic Becerra said Smith was a huge advocate for students 
and the culinary program. Smith’s understanding that food and the preparation of 
food brought people together as friends and family, made his work an invaluable 
asset to not only the culinary arts program, but the Career and Technical Program 
as a whole.  
 
“It is by no accident that when people refer to Dave Smith, they always call him 
Chef,” Beccera said. “This is out of respect for his vocation and him as a good man.” 
 
Lorain City Schools CEO David Hardy Jr. also acknowledged Smith for his work and 
his commitment to the district and its scholars. Hardy said the work done by Smith, 
and his memory, will live on through the success of each and every scholar who 
steps foot into the culinary arts program. 
 

“This is a tough day for the Lorain Family,” Hardy said. “Chef meant so much, to so many people. His love for his craft, 
our kids, and our community will never be forgotten.  His family and friends will be in our thoughts and prayers.”   
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OPPORTUNITY FOR ALL: SCHOLARS ON THE MOVE   
Opportunity for All gives every scholar a chance to experience life 
beyond the classroom.  Stemming from Commitment #3: Promote 
Equity in the District Strategic Plan: The Lorain Promise, Opportunity for 
All  it is the plan for every student to participate in a shared experience 
because expanding our cultural, civic, and collegiate horizons will leave 
an indelible impression on every one of our scholars.  Due to some 
delays in funding, the program didn’t launch until the winter of 2019.   
The Opportunity for All program aims to give all scholars, in the same 
grade throughout the district, the same experience and sharing, and the 
same touchstones and memories, as we build our collective 
understanding of what it means to be a Lorain Titan. “We had many 

great conversations and meetings with organizations across the region who were excited to host our scholars,“ said 
Senior Project Manager Amber Phelps who has coordinates the experiences.     
 

The time of year, testing, bussing availably and capacity of the facility were just a few of the considerations that went 
into scheduling these shared experiences.  Phelps continued, “We are so happy with how this program has been 
working and it can only get better next year!”   Below are the experiences planned, and many scholars have already 
had their trip for this school year.  It is important that parents sign permission forms for scholars to able to participate 
in these experiences.  The need for chaperones varies by building and experience.  If you have any questions please 
contact your building principal.   
 

Grade Experience and education connection 

Pre-K (half day) Carnegie Center (Lorain)- Scholars will explore sensory stimulation with various manipulative 
toys, enjoy imagination-stimulating story time. They will explore movement with a life size 
model ship and bridge.  

Pre-K (full day) Cleveland Art Museum - Scholars will draw connection between art and education as they 
explore the children’s exhibit on a guided tour. 

Kindergarten Schoepfle Garden- Connected to life science topics explores various forms of plant life as they 
explore colors, smells, textures, shapes and other sensory experiences. 

First Grade Cleveland Metroparks Zoo- Connected to life science topics and explores habitats and what 
different animals need to survive.  

Second Grade Maple Sugaring (Lorain County Metro Parks)– Science explores various plant adaptations and 
how some adaptations can be a benefit to other living things (maple sugar). Cleveland Museum 
of Natural History (Comes to the school building) for Backyard Explorers, where scholars learn 
about the wildlife in their own backyard and what animals need to survive.   

Third Grade  Lorain Moore House- Scholars will get a guided tour of Lorain’s unique history and famous 
historians who had homes in Lorain. 

Fourth Grade Benjamin Bacon Museum- As scholars explore US history they will explores settlers of 1845 and 
settler life. 

Fifth Grade Cleveland Orchestra (Severance Hall, Cleveland)- The Cleveland Orchestra performance exposes 
scholars to various types of instruments from brass to woodwinds and explore how music 
connects to education and culture. 

Sixth Grade Great Lakes Science (Cleveland)– Guided science exploration with hands-on exhibits that explore 
“curiosity corner” to witness life science demonstrations.   

Seventh Grade Fab Lab (LCCC) – This is a maker’s space encouraging creativity, ingenuity and use of technology 
to create using 3D printing, laser cutting and CNC routing to support the science and technology. 

Eight Grade Common Ground (Oberlin)- Team building explorations tap into the transitional space from 
middle school to high school. Teens are encouraged to be vulnerable and to trust each other in 
efforts to bond and break down barriers.  

9-12 Grades Various college tours and other experiences vary by academy and specific course taken.   
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TOMORROW LEADERS TODAY: LEAGUE OF EXTRAORDINARY GENTLEMEN 
By Communication Coordinator Eric Bonzar 

  
To be a gentleman in the 21st century, one must follow the rules that were set forth centuries ago by true gentlemen 
who have come before. From simplistic ideologies such as being courteous and polite, to decisions on dress as one 
decides whether it be Kelvin or Windsor as he ties his knot. These concepts continue to serve as a blueprint, which has 
stood the test of time, when defining a true gentleman.   
 
A “G-code” of sorts, if you will.  
 
A code—or set of standards mapped out for centuries—as early man set forth to evolve himself from his 
Neanderthalic predecessors into a more refined (and well dressed) individual who takes pride in holding himself to a 
superior standard of conduct. 
For a group of elementary school scholars, this course of study into such superlative behavior is happening right 
within their classrooms, under the leadership of Washington’s own distinguished gentleman, Toby Koeth.  
 
No stranger to the adversities many of the district’s scholars face, Koeth has set out to instill, improve and refine the 
values, respect and self-worth of 20 of the most at-risk scholars at his school.  
“I grew up real poor, in Lorain,” Koeth said. “Raised by a single mom; seen some stuff happen; welfare kid, you know? 
My point with all of these guys is, it’s not where we start. It’s where we finish.” 
For 20 weeks, a select group of 4th and 5th grade Washington Elementary School scholars spend 45 minutes, after 
school each Thursday, redefining themselves, as gentlemen, through Koeth’s “Tomorrow’s Leaders Today” 
Gentleman’s Club. Through recommendations from their teachers, 15 fifth-graders and five fourth-graders embark on 
the four-month journey of respect and self-worth.  
 
Koeth said the program is heavily weighted in fifth-graders, through purpose. His hope is, as those scholars make their 
way into middle school, they take what they’ve learned from the program and carry it over to those buildings, where 
they can serve as role models to others. The other five stay back and serve as leaders the following year, as fellowship 
to the ones who now sit in the seat they once occupied.  
 
“The wheels come off fast over there,” Koeth said of middle school behavior. “So hopefully they carry what they’ve 
learned from the program, over to a new environment.” 
On Feb. 14th, Koeth’s group celebrated its halfway point on the year. Time was spent reminiscing on their attendance 
during a Cleveland Cavaliers game the night before, and their upcoming trip to the Cleveland Orchestra.  
 
A moment of fellowship and reflection before diving into club midterms, Koeth said.“Mr. Orlandi wanted me to 
remind you of the difference of going to see the symphony orchestra, or going to see the Cleveland Cavaliers last  
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(Continued from previous page)  

night. Because there’s a big difference,” Koeth reminded the group.  “There’s a code of conduct about seeing an 
orchestra. It’s quiet as kept, all the time. So you guys have to be at a high level, tomorrow.” 
 
As an intervention specialist and special education teacher with the school, Koeth said he saw a need for behavior 
modification for the young men within the district. Through meeting with grade level teachers and administrators, 
about 20 of the most at-risk scholars are handpicked to participate in the club, each school year. During their time 
with Koeth, scholars explore a broad range of topics that help shape them into young men who are ready to lead by 
example in their school, home, and community responsibly.  
And with responsibility, comes rules.  
Through transparency and communication, Koeth says club members are shown they are part of a bigger system than 
their classroom. Each week they are reminded, through their actions, that they are held to a higher level of 
accountability because of their membership in the club.  
Koeth added that misbehavior is not tolerated, and could ultimately lead to grounds for removal from the club. He 
added during the course of the club, he stays in direct contact with each of the scholars’ teachers to assure each one 
walks a line of nobility.  
 
Going into it, club members are made aware that fighting or getting into other serious trouble is grounds for removal 
from a weekly club meeting. Koeth says any disciplinary measure taken serves as a strike for club members, and they 
are all aware that three strikes results in immediate suspension from the club. But scholars can redeem themselves by 

showing improved behavior, remorse and reports form their 
teachers and parents.  
 
“We are founded upon improving ourselves, and restorative 
practices,” Koeth said. “Being in this club is a privilege. It’s all 
about your character.” 
Over the course of the program, scholars are tasked with 
service projects to be done both in, and out of, the home. 
Whether it be helping the elderly at the grocery store, or doing 
the dishes at home, the end goal is not to just perform the task, 
but to also understand its importance and the impact it has on 
their community. 
 
To assure lessons learned have sunk in, scholars were tasked 

with completing a midterm on this particular Thursday, with the stakes set high. As they prepared to dive into the 
seven question exam, Koeth promised the group that whoever achieved the highest score would take a seat to his 
right, during the following week’s club meeting, serving as the group’s vice president.  
 
“You’re going to tell me, what it means to be a gentleman,” Koeth explains as the group prepares to put pencil to 
paper. “You’re going to tell me about fellowship and how to be respectful to women.” 
Sound tidbits of knowledge, in regards to parlance, for any man who prides himself on good, courteous conduct.  
 
“What was rule number one on the appropriate way to speak to a girl,” Koeth asked the group. 
 
“Do not speak like a gangster,” young club member Christian said from the back of the room. 
 
“That’s right,” Koeth replied with a chuckle in his voice. “That’s good advice.” 
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A FOCUS ON IMPROVEMENT: SPRING FOCUS GROUPS ARE IN FULL 
SWING 

In the continuation of the Listening to 
Teacher Voices Focus Groups that took 
place in the summer of 2018, the district 
administration team is hosting a series of 
listening sessions on various topics that 
impact the lives of scholars.  The goal of 
the sessions is to collect feedback and 
suggestions from LSC staff on how 
various programs and protocols can be 
improved.  The notes products, solutions 
and action items generated in the 
meetings will be compiled and made 
accessible to all LSC Staff in a shared 
Google drive. A summary of the feedback 
collected will be shared at a future town 
hall meeting and community feedback 
will be solicited as well.   Below are list of 
session topics:  

 SCHOOL CULTURE AND CLIMATE: Focus on developing recommendations for building positive school culture and 
improving school climate.  

 OPPORTUNITY FOR ALL (3CS) PROGRAM & CURRICULUM RESOURCES: Focuses field experience program and 
supporting curricular resources.  

 STANDARDS BASED GRADING: Focuses on how the district can enhance the understanding of standards based 
grading and identifying recommendations for improving training, teacher and parent interface and communication 
of standards based grades.  

 SCHOLAR BEHAVIOR AND DISCIPLINE: Focuses on how the district can support the improvement of scholar conduct 
and behavioral success.  

 PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT: Focuses on improving the effectiveness of professional development for teachers 
and staff.   

 LORAIN WAY 2.0: Focuses on careful examination of the Lorain Way 1.0 and identifying recommendations for 
additions and clarifications to enhance alignment to our core values and district initiatives.   

 SPECIAL EDUCATION, GIFTED AND EL: Focuses on how the district can improve the delivery of services to special 
education, gifted and EL scholars to maximize impact and reach.  

 SCHOOL & SCHOLAR SAFETY: Focuses on building safety and emergency planning.  

 CAREER ADVANCEMENT: Focuses on how the district can create clear processes for allowing each LCS employee to 
reach their full potential by identifying areas of need and recommendations for resources and support.  

 EXCELLENT SCHOOLS DASHBOARD: Focuses on increasing the ease of use, understanding and impact of the 
Excellent Schools Dashboard.  

 SCHOOL STRATEGY AND INNOVATION: Focuses on areas where schools can innovate instruction and operations as 
well as evaluation on return on investment.   

 GENERAL LISTENING SESSION:  This is an opportunity to bring your questions and concerns directly to CEO David 
Hardy Jr.    
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COMMUNITY-BUSINESS-SCHOOLS PARTNERSHIP 

NEXT MEETING: Wednesday, April 17th at 8am in the LHS Auditorum Lobby 
We heard you! Many times over the past year our partners have expressed that they are here to help and 
they just need to connect with our schools and families consistently.  With that in mind we are excited to 
give our partners the opportunity to pitch what their company or organization has to offer our scholars and 
families.  Attendees will be given a time to make a short presentation to the group and share any resources 
they think would benefit our community. 
   
We (LCS) will create a web page with links to all of your information and resources our partners provide. The 
goal is to operationalize the resources and take action to utilize the resources available in a consistent, 
sustainable and mutually beneficial way.  Click this link to add your information http://bit.ly/2TYQVf1   
 
We also want to compile information on opportunities for our scholars taking place over the summer.  If you 
represent a youth program, community event, etc. please attend the meeting and tell us how we can help 
make your program or event a success.   
 
Coffee and light refreshments will be served.  RSVPs are appreciated but not required.  Contact 
Communcations Corrodinator Sarah Egan-Reeves (segan-reeves@loraincsd.org) at 440-830-4057. 

 
 

QUESTIONS ANSWERED 
Below are some of the questions that were submitted via our Ask the CEO webpage. 
 

Q: How can I submit a public records request, where are they posted? 
A: Public records requests can be submitted in person at the administration center or via email to Treasurer 
Josh Hill (jhill@loraincsd.org).  Records pertaining to individual students and other confidential materials are 
not released.  
If the request is ambiguous or overly broad, the District informs the requester of the manner in which 
records are maintained and accessed in the ordinary course of business and allows the requester to revise 
the request. 
All public records requests form this school year are also posted here: 
https://www.lorainschools.org/Page/4247  
 
Q: What happened to the field trips all kids were supposed to get this year? 
A: The Opportunity of All initiative officially started in January 2019.  More details on this are located on 
page 3 of this newsletter.   
 
Q: Why don’t we have bussing at the high school?   
A: The State of Ohio does not provide funding for transportation for students in 9-12th grade.  It has been 
the district’s policy to only provide transportation to lower grades for many years.  First Student offers a bus 
route through the city for high school scholars and a pass costs $25 per year.  The high school received many 
wonderful donations this year and if a scholar is in need of a bus pass they should see their guidance 
counselor or Dean of Scholar and Family Engagement.   
 
 
 

http://bit.ly/2TYQVf1
mailto:segan-reeves@loraincsd.org
https://www.lorainschools.org/Page/4416
mailto:jhill@loraincsd.org
https://www.lorainschools.org/Page/4247
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FAMILY ACTION NETWORK 
 

The first meeting of the Family Action Network will take place on April 15th at 5pm in the 
front lobby of the Lorain High School Performing Arts Center (2601 Pole Ave).   It is 
facilitated by LCS Family Office Directors Jay Nimene (jnimene@loraincsd.org) and Jeff 
Keruski (jkeruski@loraincsd.org).  All Titans interested in surrounding scholars with 
support are encouraged to attend.  This is your opportunity to voice your concerns, 
discuss solutions and establish clear paths for family engagement.  We hope to make the 
meeting fun and engaging with opportunities to get to know Titan families from across 
the district. A light dinner will be served at 4:30pm. 
 
To support transparency, accountability and inclusivity all meeting documents and 
products of our work will be collected in a shared google drive (http://bit.ly/2JznSdY) for 
all to access and add to.  If you are unable to attend the meeting please check out the 

materials and resources in the file.  
 
Please RSVP for the meeting so we can have a count for dinner.  Go to this link http://bit.ly/2Fmlban or email Sarah 
Egan-Reeves (segan-reeves@loraincsd.org) to let us know you're planning on attending.   
 
A general discussion about the student code of conduct will be held from 4:30-5:00PM.  If you are interested in 
providing input on possible revisions to the student code of conduct and your schedule allows please arrive at 
4:30PM.  You can also provide input via email to Chief Family Officer Arliss Prass (aprass@loraincsd.org).  
 
Below is a graph of summarizing the responses to one of the questions asked in the Family Action Network Meeting 
Planning Survey.   

 
 

  

mailto:jnimene@loraincsd.org
mailto:jkeruski@loraincsd.org
http://bit.ly/2JznSdY
http://bit.ly/2Fmlban
mailto:segan-reeves@loraincsd.org
mailto:aprass@loraincsd.org
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*Dates and Times Subject to Change 
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REACH OUT TO US 

As always, we encourage you all to reach out to us if you have any feedback, questions, 
thoughts or concerns by emailing us at info@lorainschools.org. We value your input and look 
forward to hearing from you. 
 
 

 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

DATE (TIME) EVENT LOCATION 

4/15/2019 (5pm) Family Action Network Meeting LHS Atrium 

4/17/2019 (8am) C-B-S Meeting LHS Atrium 

4/24/2019 (5pm) CEO Town Hall LHS Auditorium 

4/25/2019 (6pm-8pm) All City Art Show Black River Landing 

5/2/2019 (6pm-8pm) Volunteer Appreciation Night LHS Cafe 

5/6/2019-5/10/2019 Teacher Appreciation Week  District Wide 

5/10/2019 (Morning) Walk-to-School Day  District Wide 

5/10/2019 (Morning) Muffins with Mom  Elem. Buildings  

5/15/2019 (8am) May C-B-S Meeting LHS Atrium 

5/16/2019 (5pm) CEO Town Hall LHS Auditorium  

5/17/2019 Bike-to-School Day  Middle Schools 

5/17/2019 (9am-2pm) Lorain County Special Olympics Track and Field Event Elyria Stadium  

5/21/2019 Scholar’s Last Day of School District Wide 

*Dates and Times Subject to Change 
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